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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a simply connected algebraic group and let s g G be a
Ž .  4semisimple element. It is well known that C s s g g G N gs s sg is aG
connected subgroup of G which is uniquely determined up to conjugacy by
a certain subset of the extended Dynkin diagram of G.
w xIf M is a reductive monoid 4 with unit group G, the situation is more
Ž . Ž .complicated. Is C s s M always irreducible? NO If not, can we stillM s
obtain some numericalrcombinatorial identification of these monoids?
Ž .YES What sort of structure does the monoid M have?s
The purpose of this paper is to answer the above questions in detail and
to supply some illustrative examples. Our three main results are as follows.
Let B : G be a Borel subgroup with maximal torus T : B. Suppose
s g T and M is a reductive algebraic monoid with unit group G. Let
 4G s g g G N gs s sg ,s
 4B s g g B N gs s sg ,s
R s x g N T N xs s sxŽ . 4s G
and define
 4R s R rT s xT s Tx N x g R .s s s
THEOREM 2.6. M s " B xB , disjoint union.s s sx g Rs
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THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.2.
Ž .a M is a regular monoid.s
Ž .b R is a finite in¤erse monoid.s
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a M is irreducible.s
Ž .b R is unit regular.s
2. MAIN RESULT
w xLet M be a reductive monoid with unit group G 4 . We assume
w xthroughout that G is simply connected. By the results of 6 this ensures
Ž .  4that for any semisimple element s of G, C s s g g G N sg s gs isG
connected. So let B : G be a Borel subgroup with maximal torus T : B.
We may assume that s g T.
We now establish our notation and recall the relevant background
results. Let
 4R s x g M N xT s Tx .
Ž .  4Then R s N T : M Zariski closure and R s xT s Tx N x g R is aŽ .G
Ž .finite inverse monoid with unit group W s N T rT , the Weyl group. IfG
x, y g R and x ’ y in R then BxB s ByB. So BxB : M is well defined for
x g R.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 5 . M s " BxB, disjoint union.x g R
Our purpose here is to find an analogue of Theorem 2.1 for
 4M s x g M N xs s sx .s
So we let
 4G s x g M N xs s sx s C s ,Ž .s G
B s C s ,Ž .s B
R s C s ,Ž .s R
 4R s xT s Tx g R N xT l R / B .s s
Notice that if xT l R / B then sxt s xts for t g T. It follows easily thats
xT : R . So, indeed,s
 4R s xT g R N xT : R .s s
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LEMMA 2.2. Let r g R. Then BrB ( rT = k a for some a G 0.
 4Proof. Let V s u g U N urB : rB where U : B is the unipotent part
 4 of B. Then it follows easily that V s u g U N urB s rB s u g U N
4 Ž . wurBs rB , that V : U is closed, and that T : N V . By 2, PropositionG
x28.1 , V s Ł U , where U : U is a root subgroup, a g F . LetU : V a a qa
X s Ł U . ThenU › V aa
X = V “ U,
u , ¤ ‹ x¤Ž .
w xis an isomorphism 2, Proposition 28.1 . Thus
BrB s UTrB
s UrTB
s UrB
s XVrB
s XrB.
Thus w : X = rB “ BrB is surjective. But w is also injective. Indeed,
suppose that xrb s yrb . Then rb s xy1 yrb and we obtain rB s xy1 yrB.1 2 1 2
Hence xy1 y g V, and so xy1 y s ¤ g V. Thus xV s yV, and so x s y
since X = V ( U. So BrB ( X = rB.
 4Now let Z s u g U N rTu s rT . As for V, Z s Ł U . So letU : Z aa
Y s Ł U . As above, it follows thatU › Z aa
rB s rTY ( rT = Y .
We conclude that
BrB ( X = rB ( X = rT = Y .
aBut X = Y ( k for some a G 0.
LEMMA 2.3. There is a unique morphism of algebraic ¤arieties c : BrB “
rT such that
Ž .a
ci 6 6rT BrB rT
6 6 6
a a b
ci 6 6rT BrB rT
Ž . y1commutes where a is defined by a x s sxs and b is induced from a .
Ž .b i is the inclusion.
Ž .c c ( i is an isomorphism.
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Ž .Proof. BrB s X = rT = Y. So define c x, rt, y s rt. c is unique since
Ž .it is the quotient morphism for the action U = U = BrB “ BrB, u, ¤ , x
‹ ux¤y1. The diagram commutes as long as b exists. But, for any t g T ,
y1Ž .s UrtU s s UrtU.
Ž .  y1 4COROLLARY 2.4. BrB s b rb g BrB N sb rb s s b rb . Thens 1 2 1 2 1 2
BrB / B m rT / B.Ž . Ž .s s
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .Proof. Assume BrB / B. Then c BrB / B. But then rT / Bs s s
Ž . Ž .since c ( i is an int s -equivariant isomorphism. Conversely, if rT / Bs
Ž . Ž . Ž .then rT : BrB , and so BrB / B.s s s
PROPOSITION 2.5.
B, r f R ,sBrB sŽ . s ½ B rB , r g R .s s s
Ž . Ž .Proof. If r f R then rT s B by definition, so BrB s B by Corol-s s s
Ž .lary 2.4. So let r g R . We must show that BrB s B rB . Clearly,s s s s
Ž .B rB : BrB . In the proof of Lemma 2.2 we showed that BrB s X = rTs s s
= Y. So
BrB s X = rT = YŽ . Ž .s s
s X = rT = Y , since sXsy1 s X and sYsy1 s Ys s
: B rB .s s
THEOREM 2.6. M s " B rB , disjoint union.s s sr g Rs
Proof.
M s " BrB , by Theorem 2.1s ž /rgR s
s " BrBŽ . s
rgRs
s " B rB , by Proposition 2.5.s s
rgRs
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF R AND Ms s
In this section we examine in more detail R and M . But first we recalls s
three definitions. A semigroup S is regular if for any x g S there exists
a g S such that xax s x. S is unit regular if for any x g S there exists a
unit a g S such that xax s x. A semigroup S is in¤erse if for any x g S
there is a unique x* g S such that xx*x s x and x*xx* s x*.
PROPOSITION 3.1. R is a finite in¤erse monoid.s
w xProof. R : R which is finite by 5, Theorem 3.2.1 . So R is finite.s s
Also, it is easily verified that R is a subsemigroup of R. So let x g Rs 0
Ž . y1and let r* g R be the unique inverse in R of r. Now srts s rt for
y1 y1 Ž y1 . Ž . y1 Ž .some t g T. Thus st r*s s srts * s rt * s t r*, and so r*T ss
Ž .Tr* / B, proving that r* g R .s s
PROPOSITION 3.2. M is a regular, algebraic monoid.s
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 we have M s " B rB . Clearly, M is as s s sr g Rs
closed submonoid of M. Now let x s b rb g M , where b , b g B and1 2 s 1 2 s
R . Define a s by1 r*by1 g M where r* g R is the unique inverse of r.s 2 1 s s
A simple calculation proves that xax s x and axa s a. Thus M is regular.s
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a M is irreducible.s
Ž .b R is unit regular.s
 4Proof. Recall that R s x g N T N xs s sx . A simple calculationŽ .s G
verifies that R is unit regular iff R is unit regular.s s
Ž .Assume M is irreducible. Then M s C s Zariski closure . Now letŽ .s s G
r g R , so that rs s sr and rT s Tr. But also we have r g M . Hence rs s
wg N T and so R s N T . The latter is unit regular by 3,Ž . Ž .C Ž s. s C Ž s.G G
xTheorem 13; 4, Theorem 7.3 .
Conversely, assume R is unit regular. So if r g R there exist s gs s
2Ž . Ž .  4N T and e g I T s f g T N f s f such that r s es . Now let x gC Ž s.G
M . Then x s b rb , for some r g R and b , b g B . But r s es ass 1 2 s 1 2 s
Ž .above, so that x s b es b g B TN T B : C s . Thus M s C s .Ž . Ž .1 2 s C Ž s. s G s GG
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4. EXAMPLES
Ž .EXAMPLE 4.1. Let M s M k and let s g M be semisimple. Then s isn
conjugate to a matrix of the form
l I 01 n1
. . ,. 00 l Is n s
where l / l if i / j, n G ??? G n , and Ým n s n. Theni j 1 s js1 j
m
M ( M kŽ .Łs n i
is1
and
¡ ƒA 0n1 A is an n = n 0]1 matrixn i ii.~ ¥.R ( .with at most one nonzero entrys . 0 in each row or column.¢ §0 Anm
For this M, any choice of s yields an irreducible M .s
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let r : Sl = Sl “ Gl be defined by2 2 6
A mtBy1 0r A , B s .Ž . ž /0 B
Ž .  4Let G s r Sl = Sl and let G s tg N t g ZGl , g g G . Then1 2 2 6 1
M s G : M kŽ .6
is a reductive algebraic monoid with unit group G and maximal torus
closure
¡ ƒwz s xy s rs
2~ ¥T s diag w , x , y , z , r , s .Ž . r s xz
2¢ §s s wy
Ž .We can calculate E T to obtain
 4  4E T s 0, 1 j e N i s 1, . . . , 8 ,Ž . i
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where
e s 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , e s 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž .1 5
e s 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 , e s 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž .2 6
e s 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 , e s 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .3 7
e s 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 , e s 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0 .Ž . Ž .4 8
w x It follows from 4, Theorem 10.7 that the partially ordered set GxG N x
4  4g G is 0, J , J , J , G , where1 2 3
J s Ge G, J s Ge G, J s Ge G.1 1 2 5 3 7
Furthermore, J ) J and J ) J .3 1 2 1
 4The Weyl group of G is W s w , w , w , w where1 2 3 4
1
1
1 0 1 0 1 0w s s r , ,1 ž / ž /ž /0 1 0 11
0 1 0
1
0 1 0y1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1w s s r , ,2 ž / ž /ž /y1 0 0 1 y1 0 00 10 y1 0
¡ ƒ0 1
y1
0y1
0 1 0 10w s s r , ,3 ž / ž /ž /y1 0 y1 01
0 10¢ §y1 0
¡ ƒy1 00
0 y1
0
y1 0 0 1 1 00w s s r , .4 ž / ž /ž /0 y1 y1 0 0 1
1 00¢ §0 1
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Let s g T : G be semisimple. Then
s s ar u , ¤ ,Ž .
Ž y 1 . Ž y 1 .where u s diag a , a and ¤ s diag b , b . So s s
Ž y1 y1 y1 y1 y1.a diag ab , ab , a b , a b , b , b . After straightforward but tedious
calculations, for example,
2 y2¡ ƒ0 a b
2 2ya b
0y2 y2ya b
y1sw s s ,y2 23 a b 0
2b
0 y2¢ §yb
we arrive at the following possibilities for R .s
Case 1. b s "a , a s "1. Then
R s R.s
Case 2. b s "a , a s "i. Then
R s E T j w e N j s 1, 2, . . . , 6 . 4Ž .3 3 j
Case 3. b s "a , a / "1, " i. Then
 4R s E T j w e , w e .Ž .3 3 1 3 4
Case 39. b s "ay1, a / "1, " i gives a set R conjugate to the Rs s
of Case 3.
Case 4. b / "a , a s "1. Then
R s E T j w E T .Ž . Ž .Ž .s 4
Case 49. b / "ay1, b s "1 gives a set R conjugate to the set R ofs s
Case 4.
Case 5. b / "a , b / "ay1, a / "1, b / "1. Then
R s E T .Ž .s
In Case 1, M s M.s
In Case 4 or 49, M is irreducible with unit group k*Sl .s 2
In Case 5, M s T.s
In Cases 2, 3, and 39, M is reducible.s
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w xRemarks. The monoid M is not of the type discussed in 7 , unlesss
of course it is irreducible. This leads to a number of basic questions
about M :s
Ž . Ž Ž Ž . Ž ..i Which spherical varieties for C s = C s can occur as anG G
irreducible component of M ?s
Ž .ii Does the inverse monoid R satisfy some analogue of Tit'ss
axiom ``sBx : BxB j BsxB if s g S, x g R''?
Ž . S w xiii Is there an analogue of the ``type map'' l: U “ 2 of 7 ? Recall
Ž .that irreducible reductive monoids are ``monoids of Lie type'' in the
w xsense of 7 . This means that one can describe their semigroup-theoretic
structure in terms of the BN pair of G and the type map.
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